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School Mission (Why we exist)
School Vision (Our aim in the near future)
To nurture our students holistically, prepare them for the future and inculcate the importance of respecting others, self and the environment.
Every Stamfordian an aspiring leader that will contribute to the country and the rest of the world.
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Why Stamford?1. A proven track record in Checkpoint and IGCSE ExamsStamford consistently performs above the world average in the majority of Checkpoint and IGCSE Exams2. Choice and flexibilityStamford offers an excellently wide range of IGCSE and A Level subjects to cater for students with different strengths and interests.3. Care and communicationTeachers constantly monitor students' progress. There are six detailed reports and parent meetings each year so that students, parents and teachers can work together effectively.4. A holistic approachStudents are not only nurtured academically. Stamford also has a strong focus on the development of leadership skills. Students are also prepared for the future through the integration of technology in the classroom.
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At Stamford Secondary & Junior College, teens develop independence as they learn to set goals and manage their own learning. Learning collaboratively, they also learn the value of interdependence and cooperation. Through the rigorous Cambridge International Examinations programme, they develop the ability to think critically and to be creative. They become leaders who will contribute to the country and the rest of the world.
School hours Lower Secondary ﴾Years 7 and 8﴿: 7:45 - 15:10Upper Secondary ﴾Years 9 and 10﴿: 7:45 - 15:40

Curriculum Lower Secondary (Years 7-8) English, Mathematics and Science following the Cambridge Checkpoint curriculum framework, in preparation for the Cambridge Checkpoint examinations. Being Human, a skills-focused, project-based humanities and literature programme. Chinese in preparation for IGCSE Foreign Language Mandarin Chinese and HSK. Bahasa Indonesia and Citizenship in preparation for IGCSE Bahasa Indonesia and the Indonesian National Examinations. Art in preparation for IGCSE Art & Design Music, Physical Education and Religious Studies.Upper Secondary (Years 9-10)The two-year Upper Secondary programme prepares students for the Cambridge IGCSE examinations.Students can take up to ten of the following IGCSEs: First Language English  English as a Second Language Foreign Language Mandarin Chinese Bahasa Indonesia Mathematics Additional Mathematics Biology Chemistry Physics Business Studies Economics Art & DesignPhysical Education, PPKn, Music and Religious Studies are additional subjects in Upper Secondary.

This give students an opportunity to give back to the community.
Subject Based ClassroomsSpecialised classrooms enable students to learn subjects better.Service Oriented Projects (SOP)
Kognity Online Interactive Text BookUpper secondary classes use online interactive text books, which provide better learning experience.Weekly Conduct ReportThe secondary department focuses heavily on character development, through regular feedback on behaviour.
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